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NEWSTICKER 5/07 

5 July 2019 Jada Alesandra Seidl  

***The exponential enrichment of the Vortex Sirius (3-7/7) reaches its first peak today. At 

about 11.00h CEST it was steered to short-term zero (about 90 min), the direct download has 

begun to initiate (Freedom - Sirius Qualia- )*** 

***Every year in the first week of July - when Sirus Terra is closest (exactly from 3 - 7/7) - a 

sacred portal of energy is activated to increase consciousness for the entire living races 

between Gaia and the great galactic airport of Sirius, where increased vibrations and spiritual 

progress are successfully transmitted with diligent potentiation with direct download (increase 

of photons Qualia 26/7 and further Vortex portal opening 8/8). 

***This weekend the Earthling incarnation rate/birth rate (floating down particularly 

important evolutionary avatars for Terra) will increase enormously and often be marked by 

sudden shifts in the awakening processes. Be it through external events or internal bursting of 

the crystalline photon structure. The accompanying shift in reality changes the perception and 

the view of the world, the experience of the environment - expanded awareness of creativity 

and intuition. Supporting and even closer EE Michael (Guardian of the Evolutionary History 

of Planet Earth) and his Battalion  

*** Exhaustion, fatigue indicate the deep-layered download. *** 

Organically, it is introduced via the spinal cord (may indicate back of the head or neck pain), 

flows through both right and left lungs, brings oxygen-rich supply into the ateria and 

exchanges oxygen-poor blood in the veins. Lymph, spleen, liver, gallbladder, stomach and 

pancreas are sensitized.  

Descending Wandering expression of lumbar vertebrae, sacral vertebrae, hip pain, femoral 

neck bones, knees and ankles or foot sole pain is noticeable when the vibes ground and anchor 

in the calyx.  

***To stretch the energetic organ Manipura/ Solarplexus as far as possible individually (self-

responsibility, thought form, willpower, vitality, balance/balance for holistic recovery of all 

individuals).....first footprint of the alchemistic IN DIR. 
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***The current space/time capsule/sphere is the center of the true wonders...with the cosmic 

challenge of whether we are ready to end all structures that have existed until self-sacrifice of 

LOVE. ***  

***Learn more about your inner universe, the language of your soul by giving free rein to 

your magical universe for a few minutes, noting the ascending images, words, texts and 

emotions. *** 

***Light weekend*** 

 

J.A. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gratitude Donation 

 
we thank with much love for the plans of the New Light. 
 

 an  UniCaja:      ES04 2103 0168 28 0010073697 BIC UCJAES2M 
 oder  PayPal:    universidad.donacion@mahajyoti.net 
 

Donations are shared between the author Jada Seidel and this translation by Ralf A. Seger. 
 
The author Jada Seidel supports other spiritual projects with donations; 

with the other part of the donation you support our spiritual project of the New Light.  
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